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Asset allocation theory was developed along with the progress from traditional
finance to behavioral finance. Under the theory of Subjective Expected Utility, the
optimal asset allocation of investors are mainly determined by three common factors,
including the model of asset return, the belief of investors and the representation of
investors’utility.
Significant amount of foreign research had shown that stock return exhibited two
regular pattern, that is, short-term return existing momentum and long-term return
existing mean reversion. So we assume the stock return model may have two kinds of
pattern, fist-order autocorrelation model and mean reversion model. Due to
insufficient market information, investors don’t know which is the true return model.
He can only form the belief to models by observing historical return data, and update
it by Bayes Rule. Considering the ambiguity averse of investors’behavior . we adopt
recursive ambiguous utility model, and take the uncertainty of the return model and
the belief updating process into this model to analyze investors’optimal asset
allocation problem.
In order to analyze investors’optimal asset allocation, we first estimate the return
model parameters using Shanghai Composite Index’s historical return data, and utilize
Ellsberg Paradox experiment to choose 9 groups utility parameters. Then we apply
numerical simulation to evaluate the optimal asset allocation under four different
strategies, consisting of ambiguous strategy, Bayesian strategy, mean reversion
strategy, autocorrelation strategy. Following the research method in Bayesian frame,
we engage market timing effect, uncertainty effect and horizontal effect analysis to the
four strategies. Finally, we make analysis to China Stock Market historical return and
solve the optimal asset allocations with ambiguous strategy and Bayesian strategy,
and give some suggestions to investors.
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价值型溢价(Basu，1983) [11]、长期反转(Debondt & Thaler，1985) [12]、趋势效应









可测性目前仍然是一个具有争议性的问题。Brennan (1997) [15]、Campbell & Viceira
（1999）[16]和 Kim & Omberg（1996）[17]认为，如果资产收益是可预测的，最优
资产配置依赖于投资期限和预测变量。也有一些经济学家不同意资产收益可预测
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